studying synaptic information transfer, because the network activity is easily generated in reduced preparations Division of Neurophysiology by applied transmitter substances, and stable repetitive Department of Medical Physiology synaptic inputs can be monitored for a relatively long University of Copenhagen time.
Introduction most unitary signals are buried in the noise when penetrating microelectrodes are used. However, the tightFast synaptic signals that appear in response to transseal whole-cell recording technique (Blanton et al., 1989 ; mitter release from individual presynaptic neurons (here Edwards et al., 1990 ) now allows routine recordings from called "unitary signals") are probably the major element small neurons in the mammalian spinal cord (Hochman in the information transfer between cells in functioning et Kiehn et al., 1996) and brainstem (Feldman neural networks of the CNS. Their contribution to the et al., 1991; Smith et al., 1992) . In the voltage clamp information transfer depends on their strength. This mode, the whole-cell technique offers several advanstrength is traditionally given as voltage, current, or tages for the quantitation of synaptic information transcharge of the unitary signals. Another estimate of synapfer during central network activity. First, the synaptic tic strength is the number of unitary excitatory signals input driving rhythmic activity can be separated from that would bring the postsynaptic cell to firing threshold the voltage-activated intrinsic membrane properties of (for CA1 cells: Andersen, 1990 ; motoneurons: Kirkwood a cell. Second, the time course of the PSCs is shorter and Sears, 1977; purkinje cells: Barbour, 1993) . The disin voltage compared with current clamp, which results advantage with this measure is that the number will vary, in a better resolution of unitary PSCs. depending, for example, on the membrane potential,
We used the whole-cell technique to examine synaptic and it is meaningful only for excitatory signals. In this information transfer in neurons located in the intermedistudy, we chose a novel approach, namely to quantitate ate gray matter and close to the central canal in the a certain type of information received and to estimate neonatal rat spinal cord, because these areas are the number or frequency of postsynaptic currents thought to be important to generate the locomotor (PSCs) that were needed to build the transferred inforrhythms in mammals. Evidence to support this idea inmation. We examined this problem of information transcludes the preferential labeling by activity-dependent fer in the CNS by studying the cyclic modulation of dyes of these neurons during fictive locomotion (Carr whole-cell current in neurons receiving input from a loet al., 1995; Kjaerulff et al., 1994) and the abolishment comotor rhythm-generating network in the mammalian of rhythmicity when these areas are ablated (Kjaerulff spinal cord. These networks are particularly good for and . Furthermore, most cells recorded in these areas display membrane potential oscillations in phase with locomotor-like rhythmic activity in the ventral cases, to be controlled by synaptic input and not by membrane properties . Since we were interested in the synaptic information that a cell reintrinsic membrane properties .
In the present study, we recorded the locomotor activceived, and not its treatment of this information, we voltage-clamped the cell in order to reduce the activaity in the isolated spinal cord as a cyclic modulation of the whole-cell current during fictive locomotion in cells tion of voltage-sensitive channels. Figure 1B shows the current fluctuations when the soma was clamped at whose spike frequency was rhythmically modulated in phase with the ventral root bursts. We identified putative Ϫ45 mV (upper trace), together with the simultaneously recorded ventral root activity. The current trace is charunitary fast PSCs and estimated how many synaptic signals were needed in order to give the observed cyclic acterized by a modestly fluctuating baseline with fast transients, probably PSCs, taking off in positive and modulation.
negative directions. The cyclic modulation of the whole-cell current beResults comes more obvious by averaging the current over several cycles. One cycle was defined from the start of a Quantification of Rhythmic Information We combined ventral root recordings (L2 and L5) with ventral root burst, to the start of the next. The mean current during each cycle was subtracted from each intracellular whole-cell recordings from spinal neurons in order to quantitate the fluctuations in the whole-cell trace, because an offset current would not affect the following calculation. We divided each period into ten current that was correlated with the transmitter-induced locomotor rhythm. Figure 1A shows an intracellular voltbins ( Figure 1C ), and the mean and SEM for the current that fell within these bins was calculated over 30 cycles age recording from a neuron close to the central canal (upper trace) and a simultaneous recording of the spike for this cell. The result is shown as a histogram with thin bars for the SEMs in Figure 1D . The histogram has an bursts in the ventral root (L5, lower trace). This locomotor rhythm was induced by adding 7.5 M 5-HT and 7.5 identical area above and below zero because of the subtraction of the mean current. M NMDA to the bath. The voltage fluctuations in the neuron correlate with the root activity, indicating that
The current deviates from a flat line, because the cell receives charge that is asymmetrically distributed in the cell received information from the spinal network generating the rhythm. The peak-to-trough amplitude time around the midpoint of the cycle. As a simple measure for the magnitude of the cyclic information, we of the voltage excursions of this neuron was on average 7 mV without bias current injection. For 12 additional used the difference between the charge (current integral, including the sign) of the first and second halves of neurons analyzed in this article, the voltage fluctuations were on average 12.6 mV (range 5-34mV), large enough the cycle. This charge difference was normalized with respect to the average cycle duration, in order to comto modulate the spike frequency.
The cyclic voltage fluctuations could be mediated by pare experiments with different cycle lengths. The resulting unit is therefore fC/ms, equivalent to pA. We shall synaptic potentials alone or in combination with active call this estimate the modulation index. It was 9 pA for a sudden onset, fast rise time, and a slower decay. Figure 2D1 shows ten inward and ten outward PSCs the cell illustrated in Figures 1A-1D . The modulation index for 13 cells ranged from 1 to 31 pA at holding detected by our computer algorithm (see Experimental Procedures). The currents rise to their maximal value potentials between Ϫ40 mV and Ϫ50 mV, and is shown in Figure 1E as black squares with the SEM added as within 2 ms and decay to half their peak value in ‫02-01ف‬ ms. We examined all detected currents by eye and ada vertical line. At more hyperpolarized potentials (Ϫ60 to Ϫ75 mV), the modulation index was smaller in most justed the parameters in the detection algorithm (see Experimental Procedures) until the majority of detected cells ( Figure 1F) . A possible explanation for this difference is that, at depolarized levels, both inhibitory and events had a shape compatible with synaptic currents. Because this shape criterion is subjective, we made two excitatory currents contributed to the modulation index, while at hyperpolarized levels the inhibitory PSCs additional tests for the synaptic nature of these events. First, we compared the putative PSCs recorded at two (IPSCs) were reduced in amplitude and therefore contributed less. To calculate the number of PSCs that could different membrane potentials. The outward currents observed at Ϫ45 mV ( Figures 2A1-2C1 ) were considergive the observed difference in total charge in the first and second halves of the cycle, we needed to detect ably reduced in amplitude (although not inverted) at Ϫ65 mV ( Figures 2A2-2C2 ). This is the expected current/ individual PSCs and estimate their average charge, which is described in the following section.
voltage relation of IPSCs with reversal potentials around Ϫ70 to Ϫ75 mV. The detection criteria in the algorithm (see Experimental Procedures) were adjusted so that
Identification of Synaptic Events
The left half of Figure 2 shows the whole-cell current the number of outward events was highly dependent on the holding potential. For the cell of Figure 2 , for examrecorded at Ϫ45 mV for a cell during rhythmic activity also induced by 5-HT and NMDA. The whole-cell current ple, less than 5% of the outward currents detected at Ϫ45 mV ( Figure 2D1 ) were detected at Ϫ65 mV (Figure is modulated in correlation with the rhythmic bursts recorded from ventral root L2 ( Figure 2A1 ). At higher time 2D2) with the same detection criteria. This test was used in 11 cells as an indication that we detected synaptic resolution ( Figures 2B1 and 2C1 ), individual events with shapes as expected of PSCs can be identified, that is, events. In all these cells, a hyperpolarization of 15-20 mV from the range Ϫ40 to Ϫ50 mV resulted in at least mean charge is probably not greatly affected by small undetected currents. an 85% reduction in the number of outward PSCs.
Second, we tested for cyclic information in the populaTo give a rough estimate for the number of undetected currents, we extrapolated the distribution of larger (detion of detected events. Figures 2E1 and 2E2 show histograms where each bin represents an average current tected) events toward the smaller values. In Figure 3A , the distributions of excitatory PSCs (EPSCs) and IPSCs given by the PSCs detected within one-tenth of the cycle. The SEMs obtained by averaging over several cycles for one experiment are shown as histograms. Exponential functions (dotted lines) fit well to the distributions are given by the vertical lines. The total charge of the PSCs detected in each cycle is subtracted, so the reof detected PSCs. If we assume that the distribution of undetected events follows approximately the same sulting ten averages are distributed around zero current (similar to Figure 1D ). It can be seen that the detected function as the detected ones, we can extrapolate the curve toward the smaller PSCs. This is done in Figure  events transmitted cyclic information, both at Ϫ45 mV ( Figure 2E1 ) and, with lower amplitude, at Ϫ65 mV for one distribution of IPSCs. The distribution of detected events is shown as black bars, and the result of ure 2E2). For all experiments, there was a significant difference (p < 0.05) in total charge of the events rethe extrapolation is shown as open bars. The mean, including a large population of small events (m2 ϭ 20.5 corded in the first and second halves of the locomotor cycle, indicating that the detected events carried cyclic fC), is only 38% smaller than the mean of the detected events (m1 ϭ 33.1 fC). The reduction resulting from this information.
These three observations, the shape, the voltage deprocedure was on average 56% including all experiments. The modal value for the distribution of PSCs is pendency, and the fact that the detected events transmitted cyclic information, made it likely that we detected between 0.0 and m1, so m2 is probably smaller than the true value. We consider, therefore, the range between synaptic currents. We have not confirmed this hypothesis with pharmacological block, because blockers of m1 and m2 as a confidence interval for the PSC charge. This extrapolation gives a population of undetected excitatory and inhibitory transmission either abolish or dramatically change the transmitter-induced rhythmicity small currents that is large in number, but probably not very large in total contribution to the synaptic inforin this preparation (Smith et al., 1988; Cazalets et al., 1994; Cowley and Schmidt, 1995) .
mation. This can be seen if we multiply the charge of the PSCs by their frequency ( Figure 3C ). The mean of the detected population is marked m1 and is close to the Estimation of a Confidence Range for the Mean PSC Charge amplitudes that contributed most. The extrapolation was repeated for all experiments, and the resulting While there is little doubt that some of the synaptic activity received by cells can be identified as distinct ranges are given in Figure 3D . These estimates are all based on experiments where the holding potential was PSCs, we do not know how many PSCs are hidden below the detection level. Our estimates for the mean between Ϫ40 and Ϫ50 mV. Experiment number 2 lacked detectable IPSCs; thus, we have only the estimated charge of the PSCs are therefore larger than the true value. By extending the analysis to include a large theorange of EPSCs for this experiment.
The estimates of the mean charge of IPSCs and retical population of small PSCs, we will show that the EPSCs and the cyclic current modulation index now allow us to calculate the synaptic strength relative to the cyclic information that the cells received, with confidence limits resulting from the assumptions explained above.
The Relative Synaptic Strength
When we compare the average current modulation from an experiment ( Figure 4A , left) with PSCs from the same experiment ( Figure 4A, right) , the PSCs have a large peak amplitude compared with the average cyclic current fluctuation. This gives the impression that individual PSCs could have a large contribution to the cyclic information. To test this hypothesis, we calculated the number of PSCs needed to give the observed charge difference between the first and second halves of an averaged cycle. Figure 4B illustrates the calculation of this relative synaptic strength. The difference in charge between the first and the second halves of the cycle gives the charge needed for the cycle modulation, our modulation index. This charge is divided by the charge of an average PSC, and the resulting number of PSCs is normalized with respect to the average duration of the cycle. We did not analyze here the relative contribution of the EPSCs and IPSCs to the cyclic modulation, but their strengths can still be represented as potential contributions to the cyclic information. This calculation was therefore done for both IPSCs and EPSCs and for both the lower and upper limits of the PSC charge for each cell (see Figure  3D) . The results are shown in Figure 4C as lines between the low and high estimates. The midpoints between these extremes are marked as squares, and for convenience we will use these midpoint values in the following discussion. Thin and thick lines give the results for EPSCs and IPSCs, respectively. The experiments are ordered with respect to the average result between EPSCs and IPSCs in the individual experiments.
We also estimated the relative synaptic strength for 10 of these 13 cells at holding potentials between Ϫ60 and Ϫ75 mV. The results are shown in Figure 4D , which contains only estimates for EPSCs, because few IPSCs were detected in this voltage range. In most cases, fewer EPSCs were needed to account for the current modulation at hyperpolarized membrane potentials. This result was expected, because the modulation indexes were The degree of overlap between synaptic conductances would, however, depend on the duration of the individual PSCs, which we also estimated.
Duration of the PSCs
We estimated the time required for 90% of the charge injection from individual PSCs to occur. This is illustrated in Figures 5A and 5B, which show three typical EPSCs and IPSCs in plots of time versus current amplitude ( Figure 5A ) and in plots of time versus cumulative charge ( Figure 5B ). The total charge from each PSC is normalized to 1.0, and it is seen that 90% of the charge occurs within 18 ms for the three IPSCs and 6.3 ms for the EPSCs. This is a high estimate, because the PSCs are most likely filtered by dendritic cables and therefore appear slower at the soma than they are at the synapses. The estimate for the total charge was rather inaccurate when based on the original traces, because noise and new PSCs contaminated the tail of the currents. For all detected PSCs, the time to 90% charge delivery was therefore estimated from the integral of the fitted alpha functions (see Experimental Procedures). Figure 5C shows the results for the same experiment depicted in Figure 5A . In this cell, the EPSCs were faster than the IPSCs. This is most evident at higher PSC amplitudes, probably because of a better signal-to-noise ratio at the high amplitudes. On average (n ϭ 13), the EPSCs were only slightly faster than the IPSCs ( Figure 5D ), but in some cells the EPSCs were considerably faster than the IPSCs. Figure 5E gives the average of the 90% chargedelivery time as filled bars for the IPSCs and open bars for the EPSCs for the 13 experiments. The (small) SEMs are indicated as thinner bars on the top of the main bars. Some experiments have two measurements (two bars) for the EPSCs, because they were measured at both depolarized (Ϫ40 to Ϫ50 mV) and hyperpolarized (Ϫ60 to Ϫ75 mV) holding potentials, giving relatively similar values. The experiments are ordered with respect to the duration of the EPSCs, showing that EPSCs had a wider range of durations than IPSCs. In summary, the average charge that were sufficient to transmit rhythmic information within a spinal network during fictive locowas related to the rhythm, because there was a significant difference in the amount of detected charge in the motion. Between 7.6 and 303 average unitary PSCs per first and second halves of the cycles. None of these second were needed to produce the cyclic modulation.
features would be expected from random noise or from The result expressed as a frequency is easy to underany other known electrical events described for nerve stand, but the inverse value (1/7.6 to 1/303), which is cells, except PSCs. the proportion the individual PSCs contributed to the Most of the events analyzed in this article had a time cyclic signal, is more correct. This is because we did course expected of PSCs that are the result of synchronot directly observe frequencies, so any combinations nous transmitter release from individual neurons. These of EPSCs and IPSCs, and even slower second messenunitary PSCs may be caused by the release from one or ger-mediated processes, could have contributed to the more morphologically distinguishable synaptic contacts cyclic signal.
from each presynaptic neuron. If the interval between Our estimates for this synaptic strength rely on two the two unitary currents (from different presynaptic cells) types of analyses: the quantitation of the total rhythmis greater than their rise time, the currents can usually related information received by the cells and estimates be distinguished as individual events. A shape expected for the size of putative unitary PSCs, which we will disof unitary PSCs is, however, not a guarantee that the cuss separately. We will also discuss interpretations and PSCs are unitary. The mean rise time for PSCs (start to possible consequences of our findings.
peak) was in the range of 1-5 ms in all our experiments. This means that unitary PSCs probably could add their currents and maintain their synaptic shape if the interval Quantification of the Cyclic Information between them was less than these values. Therefore, Received by the Cells for our detected PSCs to be the sum of several unitary We used the average cyclic current as an estimation PSCs, there must be synchronizing mechanisms that of the locomotor cycle-related information received by work with an accuracy in this time range. This has not yet spinal neurons, because this quantity is easy to measure been described for spinal cord networks, but it remains a and interpret. The synaptic and other membrane curpossibility. rents that are not correlated with the cycle would not
We could have limited the calculation of synaptic contribute to the cyclic signal and would be minimized strength to only the PSC size categories that were dewhen several cycle periods are averaged. Such backtected. These estimates alone would support one of the ground synaptic activity will therefore not be included main conclusions, namely that many PSCs are strong in the modulation index or the final estimates for the relative to the average cyclic information received by number of unitary PSCs that built the cyclic signal. The the cells. There was, however, a large variability in the contribution to the amplitude of the current fluctuations size of the PSCs, as there is in other networks (Bekkers through intrinsic membrane properties was also reet al., 1990; Raastad and Lipowski, 1996) , and little is duced by using the voltage clamp technique. The differknown about the function of this diversity. Because we ence in the average current in the first and second halves do not know if the larger PSCs are more important for of the period must therefore be accounted for by a certhe information transfer than the smaller ones, we also tain amount of synaptic charge injected in response estimated the average PSC including a large theoretical to activity in presynaptic neurons. Both fast ionotropic population of small PSCs. This extrapolation procedure receptors and slower metabotropic receptors may conreduced the estimates for the average PSC by, on avertribute to the cyclic current information. We did not age, 56%. Inaccuracies of this magnitude do not affect quantitate the relative contribution from fast and slow the conclusion that relatively few PSCs, between 7.6 synaptic processes, but focused on the fast PSCs as and 303 PSCs per second, were needed in order to information carriers. At least some of the charge was account for the cyclic current modulation of the cells. indeed delivered as fast PSCs, because the detected It is possible that other neurons in the locomotor pathPSCs contained a significant cyclic information in all way require larger numbers of PSCs to induce rhythmic cells ( Figure 2E ). This observation made the study of activity. Neonatal motoneurons, for example, recorded PSCs as potential information carriers relevant.
from with patch electrodes in the intact cord, have resistances around 72 M⍀ (range 30-170 M⍀) (S. Hochman and B. Schmidt, personal communication), while the Quantification of the Contribution value for our cells was 63-1720 M⍀ .
from the Individual PSCs
This difference makes it likely that motoneurons are The estimate of the average charge carried by the PSCs larger, and may require a higher number of unitary sigis based on three main assumptions: first, that we denals to build the cyclic signal, compared with our cells. tected synaptic events; second, that most of these events were unitary; and third, that the population of Possible Functional Implications detected events was representative of the population We recorded from spinal interneurons located in the of PSCs that gave the cyclic information. medial part of the intermediate gray matter and around Three features of the detected signals suggested that the central canal, because activity-dependent labeling they were synaptic in origin. First, the shape and dura- (Carr et al., 1995; Kjaerulff et al., 1994) and microlesion tion was similar to synaptic currents in other central studies (Kjaerulff and Kiehn, 1996) suggested that these neurons. Second, the outward currents were greatly reareas are important for hindlimb locomotion in the neoduced in amplitude at Ϫ65 mV compared with Ϫ45 mV.
natal rat. Despite the fact that many factors in the preparation are very different from the intact animal (such Third, the detected signals transmitted information that as temperature, cortical input, and oxygenation), the network still had the ability to produce a rhythmic output resembling that seen during locomotion in intact animals. Furthermore, we think that the level of activity is close to the physiological range, because the neuroactive compounds in the same concentrations we used were able to induce limb movements in a spinal cord preparation that included an attached hindlimb (Kiehn and Kjaerulff, 1996) . The neurons may, however, have a wide dynamic range for the modulation index, which we have not explored. Do our data give any information about how the locomotor network operates? The fact that the recordings are from cells in a network that is not well characterized with respect to connectivity and function strongly limits the conclusions. The relatively low numbers of PSCs that could account for the cyclic signal could have at least four explanations: first, the cells may have few presynaptic cells; second, only a few of the presynaptic cells give locomotor-related information; third, the presynaptic cells code the information through few spikes perhaps impossible studies of the connectivity.
described (Sqalli-Houssaini et al., 1993; Cowley and Schmidt, 1994 ; numerically integrating until the amplitude was 1/100 of the peak amplitude. Kiehn et al., 1996) .
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Algorithm to Detect Synaptic Events
Synaptic background activity influences spatiotemporal integration To detect PSCs, we used a three-step computer algorithm (running in single pyramidal cells. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 88, 11569-on a conventional PC). The principle was to evaluate the shape of 11573. many putative PSCs and select only those that resembled PSCs Blanton, M.G., Lo Turco, J.J., and Kriegstein, A.R. (1989) . Whole cell with an abrupt start, fast rise time, and slower decay.
recording from neurons in slices of reptilian and mammalian cerebral First, an event was considered a candidate for a PSC if the current cortex. J. Neurosci. Meth. 30, [203] [204] [205] [206] [207] [208] [209] [210] . deviated from the baseline more than a certain threshold value (T1) Carr, P.A., Huang, A., Noga, B.R., and Jordan, L.M. (1995) . Cytowithin 2 ms. In the second step, a function was fitted to the initial chemical characteristics of cat neurons activated during fictive loco-10 ms of the putative current, to evaluate if the shape resembled motion. Brain Res. Bull. 37, 213-218. that of a PSC. An alpha function, f(t) ϭ amp•␣•t•exp (Ϫ␣•t), was used, where amp is the peak amplitude in pA, t is time, and ␣ the Cazalets, J.R., Sqalli-Houssaini, Y., and Clarac, F. (1994) . GABAergic factor characterizing the time course. The function was defined only inactivation of the central pattern generators for locomotion in isofor positive values of t, and the current started at t ϭ 2 ms. , Konnert, A., and Sakmann, B. (1990) . Quantal analysis tion between the function and the first 10 ms of the current was of inhibitory synaptic transmission in the dentate gyrus of rat hippominimized and used as a threshold (T2) to accept or discard the campal slices: a patch-clamp study. J. Physiol. 430, 213-249. event. Figure 6C shows typical examples of accepted PSCs, and Figure 6D shows PSCs that were rejected because noise and new Feldman, J.L., Smith, J.C., and Liu, G. (1991) . Respiratory pattern PSCs contaminated the fitted PSC within the first 10 ms. Finally, generation in mammals: in vitro en bloc analyses. Curr. Opin. Neurothe event was accepted only if the peak amplitude of the fitted biol. 1, 590-594. function was above a certain amplitude threshold (T3). T1 was set Grillner, S., and Matsushima, T. (1991) . The neural network underly-20% smaller than T3, so that many events were tested, relative to ing locomotion in lamprey synaptic and cellular mechnaisms. Neuthe final number accepted. Most events that were accepted by the ron 7, 1-15. algorithm were also accepted when judged by eye.
Hochman, S., Jordan, L.M., and MacDonald, J.F. (1994) . N-methylThe parameters of the fitted functions were saved on the hard D-aspartate receptor-mediated voltage oscillations in neurons surdisk, together with the position of the start of the functions relative to rounding the central canal in slices of rat spinal cord. J. Neurophysthe locomotor period they appeared in. The start of each locomotor iol. 72, 565-577. period was defined as the start of the burst, determined by eye. The PSC charge was calculated as the integral of the fitted function, Kiehn, O., and Kjaerulff, O. (1996) . Spatiotemporal characteristics
